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ROBERT ESTIVILL

On Skis in the Ak-shirak

Séverine Stemmer skiing in Kyrgyzstan’s Ak-shirak range. (Arnaud Pasquer)

From 15 March to 4 April 2016 a team of  four ski mountaineers Rob Estivill, 
Séverine Stemmer, Arnaud Pasquer and Nicolas Valdenaire visited the Ak-shirak 
range in the central Tien Shan. The objective of  the expedition was to explore these 
little-known glaciers and ski previously unclimbed summits. To their knowledge, 
ski-mountaineering activity in the region has been confined to Eagle Ski Club trips 
led by Dave Wynne-Jones in 2006, 2007 and 2008. Most alpinism has focused on 
the rocky, central-west part of  the massif. A short video of  the expedition is available 
on YouTube.

The best method of  accessing the Ak-shirak is via the Petrov glacier, 
which gives access to the lake of  the same name on the Ara Bell pla-

teau. However, this option was barred by the mining concession that  
operates there and we were forced to approach from the south-west,  
up the Kara-say valley. This required a long detour, and a border permit due 
to the proximity with the Chinese frontier and the crossing of  the Suek pass 
(4028m), which can be blocked due to snow accumulation.

On the morning of  departure, we woke in Karakol to five centimetres  
of  fresh snow covering the streets. Luckily conditions were good enough, 
and we were able to cross in our vehicle, before continuing through a  
military checkpoint. Having had our permits checked, the soldiers warned 

us about the cold and we continued over the wooden bridge across the  
Kara-say river, repaired in recent years, before continuing up the valley as 
far as we could. Unloading our gear in a raging snowstorm, we quickly set 
up camp hoping the weather would improve. Happily it did, and what’s 
more the small amount of  fallen snow would prove invaluable over the next 
days for pulling our heavy sledges over the grassy terrain.

The ambition to do some mountaineering in Kyrgyzstan had grown after 
a first visit in 2014. Hiking in the early autumn, I had a great time experi-
encing this incredible country and its people. After looking up at various 
unnamed snow-capped peaks, I vowed to return and ski them. Now, after 
all the preparation and logistics, it was time to start pulling the sledge. For 
the next few days we trekked north-east up the valley. Arriving at a fork  
we turned left, following the North Kara-say glacier. We set up a first base 
camp just before the foot of  the glacier. Comparing our experience with 
previous reports, the ice front had clearly retreated.

From here we skied up the first valley to our west. Snow conditions were 
unstable, with a mass of  fresh powder on a deep layer of  depth hoar, which 
periodically gave way as we progressed. We climbed a peak, but found a 
cairn on top, but then Nico and Arnaud reached the top of  a snow dome 
at the end of  the glacier that was named Mt Elia (4750m, N41°46.41' 
E78°10.12). We rejoiced at our first success, reassured that by taking the 
necessary precautions with the snow cover it was indeed possible to climb 
these peaks. A second successful day followed, in which we skied up the 
valley immediately adjacent to the north. All four members reached the 
top of  the twin tipped summit at the end, which we named Lion’s Head 
(4750m, N41°46.41' E78°10.12'). On the way down we discovered the hard 
ice wasn’t far beneath the layer of  powder snow.

It was now time to move higher, so we started scouting the chaotic  
glacier, trying to find the best route for the sledges. The ice is not too  
deeply crevassed, but rather flows and rolls like a frozen sea or sand dunes. 
Leaving some gear and food buried next to our campsite, we made the  
tortuous crossing to gain the eastern side and set up our tent facing the huge 

The expedition’s ski exploration of the Ak-shirak in the central Tien Shan.  
Their efforts build on those of the Eagle Ski Club. (Rob Estivill)
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SNK Kyrgyzia peak. From this camp we spent the next few days exploring 
in different directions. We took the right-hand branch of  the glacier to verify 
if  it was possible to cross the pass at the end and enter the valley above the 
Petrov lake.

Climbing the small hill above the col we saw that although skiable, it was 
much too steep for sledges, and presented several large overhanging cornices. 
Skiing down I broke through a large crevasse hidden just beneath the col. 
Luckily, I was roped up and being on skis, managed to reach the other side 
before it all caved in. In the meantime Nico had explored the west flanks of  
the steep peaks that separated the two branches of  the glacier, but found the 
snow much too unstable. Instead, he made a repeat climb of  Snow Cannon, 
climbed by the British in 2006.

Back at camp, Nico was still interested in climbing the steep peak. Having 
seen a large couloir on the east side, we all set off  the next day to try it. The 
colouir had already cleared of  fresh snow, so were much more confident 
about conditions. The slope is about 300m and 40-45° but overhung by an 
ominous looking serac. Arnaud led up to the cornice and cut a way through. 
Soon joined by Nico, the pair of  them climbed the peak to the north but 
realising the highest point was in fact to the south, they came back and  
the four of  us made it to the icy summit, which we named Dratpouet  
(4830m, N41°49.44' E78°15.52). It was an epic moment but with the  
weather closing in fast we beat a hasty retreat back to camp.

After a day spent waiting for a storm that never came, we set off  for SNK 
Kyrgyzia, hoping to try and climb a new route up the east side. We found a 

steep ice slope that led up to the east-west ridge but we turned back before 
the summit due to more ice. In better conditions this would be an aesthetic 
route to the top. That same day Arnaud climbed a spur behind our camp 
and paraglided off, possibly making the first flight in the Ak-shirak.

With our supplies of  cheese, horse sausage and buckwheat dwindling,  
we had a day left so we decided to repeat another of  the peaks climbed in 
2006, Peak Karga: ‘crow’s peak’. After crossing the glacier again – by this 
time we knew every cliff  and bump – we headed north-west. Arriving on the 
final ridge, we saw several large black birds flying around, confirming the 
peak is aptly named. But unfortunately a large crevasse barred our way a few 
hundred metres before the summit. After poking through the soft snow with 
our poles and looking down into its depth we decided to turn back. As this 
peak is right on the edge of  the Ak-shirak range we could see across the beau-
tiful Ara Bell plateau. We could also make out the sharp lines of  the gold 
mine cutting into the mountains, chopping off  pieces of  glacier. The views 
as we skied back were more than enough to make up for the disappointment.

Next day we descended to our cache of  provisions to find it had been 
ravaged. Although we had seen some wolf  prints down in the valley,  
this was most probably the work of  foxes. We had seen several circling our 
camp under the cover of  darkness. They had managed to completely shred 
some clothes and a spare tent and make a mess of  everything. Because it 
had snowed during the day, lots of  our stuff  had been reburied, making 
retrieval all the harder. Thankfully most of  our food was untouched, but we 
had to stay put for the evening to sort everything out.

Line of ascent on the Lion’s Head. (Rob Estivill) Fresh snow as the team arrived helped mobility but the trend for snowfall in the 
region is downwards. (Rob Estivill)
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Nico made good use of  the next morning to make a fast ascent of  the 
peak immediately to the west of  our camp. Climbing mostly on foot he 
got to the top as the weather closed in. Hearing the buzzing of  electricity 
on the summit he was forced to throw his ice axe and run for cover before 
lightning hit not far off. Of  course, we named this Lightning Peak (4560m, 
N41°46.36' E78°14.5'). Moving camp again we went further down before 
heading to the base of  the South Kara-Say glacier, which is much thicker 
and crevassed. The sides highlight the incredible pressures to which the ice 
is submitted. There are swirls and marbled veins that show how the different 
layers have folded in on themselves.

After admiring this spectacle we found it was easier to hike up the  
moraine on the west side with skis on our packs before crossing onto the 
snow. A long haul took us all the way to the end of  one of  the valleys and 
up a peak of  beautiful red granite. In view of  recent events we called this 
Thieving Fox (4800m N41°47.18' E78°17.16'). From the top we admired the 
central part of  the Ak-shirak massif, rockier and steeper than the west ern 
side. As I stood on the snowy ridge, looking down into a new valley, I saw 
we were in fact on the watershed, not only of  these particular mountains 
but of  the Tien Shan as a whole. Upon getting back and carefully studying 
the map, I realised that a snowflake falling on this summit could take either 
one of  the two different directions, representative of  the identity of  these 
mountains.  On one side it would flow down the Kara-say valley and into 
the river of  that name. From tributary to tributary, all the way past Naryn, 

across the border into Uzbekistan, it would finally end up in the Aral Sea. 
If  it travelled down the other side, it would head straight off  towards China, 
before being taken via irrigation channels to one of  the oasis towns on the 
edge of  the Taklamakan desert. Thanks to Central Asia’s geography, it was 
destined never to reach the open ocean.

We spent the next couple of  days packing up and hauling our sledges 
down the valley. The snow had melted from our first campsite, and we 
pitched the tent on grass. Driving back across the passes we encountered the 
first brave herders going the other way. They were taking their livestock over 
the mountains to find the best spots for grazing on the high plateau. Coming 
down from Ak-shirak felt like an extreme transition from winter to spring. 
As the black and white landscape of  the high mountains gave way to green 
forests and the blue of  the lake, we were greeted by the flowering apricot 
trees along the shore of  Issyk-kul. The last few days were spent enjoying 
Kyrgyz hospitality and food in both Karakol and Bishkek.

These mountains offer serious possibilities for both ski mountaineering 
and alpinism, although as remarked by the previous teams, the lack of  
snow is ever more pronounced. In our case, many of  the peaks were barely  
covered with ice not far below. This makes crossing the Suek pass much 
easier, which together with the repaired bridge means that access via the 
Karak-say valley is a good means of  entering the massif. The sloping terrain 
and the nature of  the glaciers lend themselves to pulks. There is a lot of  
potential for beautiful lines and new ascents.

Line of ascent and ski descent of Dratpouet. (Rob Estivill) The team’s fourth camp, at the foot of the North Kara Say glacier, from where 
they climbed their first peaks. (Rob Estivill)


